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a. REASON FOR INVESTIGATION;

(1) Reference is made to Top Secret Lotter, Headquarters. 7970th Counter
Intelligence Corp. Group, file numbers D-242903, Subjects Gunter d'AIMPEW,
dated 7 December 2048.

b. EESULTS OF INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITY;

IT. ICSI's given in the referenced letter hare bean developed and their
development herein forwarded. In deference to readability. the REI's as given'
in the referenced /otter are repeated at the beginning of each paragraph as
follow.,

DEVELOPNENT or NEI NO. Sat 

What were the fundamental reasons for the inauguration of moth • run and why
did the German High Command wait until 1944 to conduct a caspaign of psytthologleal
warfare against their musiast

(1) The German High Commend did not malt until 1944 In beginning • psycholo-
gical warfare campaign. In 1944 merely • regrouping Of force. and leadership and .
an overhauling of means.snd methods took place. The final result of this Organ1-.
sational regrouping was the taking over of psychologies/ warfare by the Standar-to
tort	 A. of the beginning of the war German psychological warfare Masted. .

It was, however, • highly limited by the conservative and purely professionally
militaristic conception of the authcritatire-forces. As of the beginning ottha
mar the departami	 Nehrmachts -Propaganda' headed by the the Colonel (later
General) Basso.'rn9l. emitted in them= .nrkommando NehrmichiT:--&-1177443Tt;-.
it	 VootnsiWe propaganda oompaaes which mews in the lower levela.;
•Thitasks'of thine propaganda empanles, aside trim their war correspond
activities for the hose prose, radio and film, were to publish and dictrIbuteMeas men-
papers and to oompose . and broadcast-radio arograms to . the fightIng •troopa. Oae.(/)..
'active! propaganda platoon ;ma included In every pronagenda • ecaPenr: The tiak . •- •
of the "active? Pronigmidaplitnon.las to &root propaganda at the onemi.•Sinoe
onItene , (4nropágendi cempaily was attached to ivory army, onlya.iingle:OlitoOn.
was it the disposal of an army fOr-"ectivi" propaganda: The SULIN (188/Z7S).
CentYallideadverieis'of the 0101/011 hid 	 • small military and no political.
eirthority. It 1i:remits directives to th	 PROPS (Stabsoffisior That Pi	 -

!I . Staff Officer .for Pr	 anda dot	 is	 o imas supe . 	..
on	 serge oup. The ETOPROP .mia-thas the thief •

afthi:pOopaganda coOpenies. The number of these propaganda ocapinialanhieh
• given ETOPROP had depended upon . the number of.armles in the (hi. own) leer.. Group.

The Propaganda elémiOnIei; ho.evar, were supervised by the 1-C of the armies in ,• ••	 r.

in115[04:10i*:;0*ithaiioser',,
'4.1. 0. .*EcOrir;y trto'nc/dr; sit 872 .
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1114-2085, Bill Marburg, Reg121, 7270 CIC Op, APO 872, dtd 5 January 1949,
Sublinti Bunter d'ALC/URN. 

question. The platoon for 'active" proparends was controlled by the chief of the
properenda oompany. Since authority wee forced to filter through such tortuous
and ramified thermals, OKW/WFR wee, on/y after great difficulties. In a position
to send directives and instruct!ons following the higher viewpoints to the platoons
for "active" propa ganda. In reality, only local activity wee engaged in by these	 -
"active' propaganda platoons and then only such programs were activated as one
hundred per oent soldiers considered correct. At any rate, 0107/11111 its not, before
laid, in a position to formulate or to order • political line as • basis for active
propaganda. War was started against Russia without any political conception. Phil.
the German troop. were enthuelastioa/ly welcomed in many places (especially in the
Ukraine and the Baltic countries) as liberators from the Bolshevistic terror and
whi/shundreds of thousand. ..of 'prisoners and deserters would have been willing to
continue the war againet,the Bolshevists on the German aide, the 'active" propaganda
wan lacking the spiritual weapon which could hove furthered this develolment. In
011VISPIt there were good experts, good connoisseurs of Russia and the mentalities
of her nations. Their hands were bound, however, due to the &Maan doctrine of
the ruling Rosie whose •Iss was not the liberation from Bolshevism, as desired by
the &union peoples, but was the winning of "Lebensraum" (living space) and oolonial
territory. Every attempt to convert the urge for liberty on the part. of the Russian
people. into • rubject for psycho gioal wakfare, th sly a weapon against Soviet
nasal conscription, failed because	 OWTOSERBERO,	 etc. were afraid that
this promise of liberty could not be molted later on Under theee circumatanoes
"active" propaganda could only be desultory. It confined itself to genera/ anti-
Bolshevistic commonplaces and we devoid of any kind of • coherent political program.
Positive beginnings remained beginnings as soon as they passed from their area of
origin. lie one was in a position to begin building upon an !active propaganda
emceess at the point at 'hid, another had left off. The foundation of the so-called

III-B-2085, FAJECT,	 SOV Liter	 t, paragraph b(1) (h).) by the help
(Reference is made to Agent Report, SA Marburg, Marburg file .•

of	 tain ndOROTh is a good example that active' propagandie beginnings remained
beginnings o•	 • of high level objection to a 'liberation from Bolshevism" theme. -
(For further information concerning von OROTKE, reference is submitted to Agent
Report, B/k Marburg, karturg fi/e.III -if -2065, Subject, lioolaus von OUTER, dated
24 Bovember . 1948). The s&MOL101811 Committee' was only • fictitious propaganda idea
but latIr readied in the ELASSOV prograa. General 11.8830e, is well es the other
neabesit at. this figmentary , committee, were held as prinsonors in MIZE mnithe
!Comnittee , Wiletied only on lent/eta which told the Russiansthat•in . SMOLERSI there
eMi,ii intiorsharlitio.coosrter-soneent established and that the liberation aspect

*4, war had received a Russian leadership. The success of thimpropeganda program'
&dahlia oairieCoutonly upon • local level immense all expectations and its 	 .•
nihitary resiticM was lasting to such • degree that other army unit... petitioned for
the'eame,or Similar programs. But this propaganda subject was contrary to the
pelitiea/ aie.a . cif the Wads and conasouehtly further activities in this direction
wire-prohibited.- Though the efficiency of psychological warfare based, npon
menottective4cliticial program, that is to say, based upon a natural hunger of
peoples for s-improvement of political conditions leading to eve ptual'freedom,	 • ,
WweAlralet14:1:thillr(1) one Use . ...active.. . propaganda cautioned its mork4Oiordingrito,-,

.-Ilicial :Wieeppinte. WO the usual desultory way. It was beeed upon ehátjdóelliad. 	 •
-; iiiiitellen:fennd thy'trial and error to be eiscoissful.. That is to say ., that it Was

Ili/ SECRET
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III-M -2086, 8,11 kargurg, keg III, 7070 CIC Op, APO 872, dtd 6 January 1049, .
Subject* Gunter d'ALDDEN.
bison upon what looslitod units had found to be the pejcholorical and nilitery
week pointe of the enemy. In SEKLIN, the Oniarn fought • political battlebehind the scenes but did not succeed in bringing a sufficient wealth of prectIcable
ideas to the *aotiVe propaganda troops. The Standart * "Kurt EWERS * originatedfrom one (1) war correspondent oompany of the **Wen SS. The team of this unit
were at first limited to the field of war correspoLdent activities. It, platoons
were attached to and not included in the divisions of the Written SS. These platoons
were attached in a 'Detached Service" sense. Due to the fact that these Neffen SS
divisions fought in the greater Wehnsacht organisations leach had their own platoons
for 'satiate propaganda until 1944, there was no •elf-oont.ined flatten SS *active'
propaganda. Sec aaaaa ily following, there was no self-contained "active" propaganda
emanating from the Waffen SS war correspondent company that was later to booms
the Standarte "Kurt same.

(2) In the fall of 1943. the Standarte 'Kurt BOGUS' wee composed of approximate-ly twenty-seven (27) field units which numbered approximately one hundred fifty
(160) officers and approximately sixteen hundred (1,600) YCO's and enlisted men.
Large number@ of non-German volunteers came Into the Waffan S8 (The volunteering of
foreigners for Nehrmacht service was net permitted). Settause of the number of
these volunteers, subjeote ::4:fteen (16) European nations did service as officers
and Em In the Standarte "Ku	 OEMS". Many of these non-Germans were of professions
and occupations which made them eapeolally suitable for propaganda taske. There
were correspondents, writers, radio techniolans, speakers, film technicians, 	 .
speoialiste for graphic art, designers and linguiste. The Standerte represented •
notable concentration of anti -Bolshevistic* intellectual forces.

(3) By the and of 1943, all possibilities within the Standarte'for invention• and progress in the field of pure leer correspondence were exhausted. In spite of,
the small number of men and the limited organisational and technical means it had
'outstripped the other war correspondent units and had • proportionate lead in the
fieldaof we*, reporting for the newspapers, radio and newsreels for Germany'and
steered other countries. The superiority of the Stenderte's *lurk was acknowledged
in the Army, the Luftwaffe and in the Navy. I t owed this superiority to its
tientralized leadership, the independence of its field units to /meal juriedietion„
its .elf-ocntsined courier service, its own oentraliscd organisation for the evalua-
tion of incoming material and to the feat that its units had a reputation in front
of the fighting troops 's@ being composed of men eho had received good military
training and to were efficiently led. Especially deoisive for the later develop-
ment as the foot that the front units of the Standarte were exclusively under
the **antral command of itaccmmanding officer ((hinter PALWEI1). Satisfactory

• aosompliehment of the tasks ehioh were posed for the Stu:Warta later on oCaltroily
have ha effected by a unit acoucttmed to such a method. This central ciwessani,

• ' provided for the protection for and the fostering of individual initiative on the .
pert of subordinate unit chiefs.	 subordinate unit choir knew-thathe eas.respoisi -
b/aonly to the Stindarte!! commanding officer andues.thus freed from angular..	 . , pressoro.—In e position corresponding to that of a Regimental. Commanderwhole:units: •were scattered Over the :entire alliSian front from the Artiaausin to the Black Meal

• .	 ,".,	 , •;..
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I/I-E-20A6, S/k Marburg, Rog III . 7E70 fIC Op, APO A72, 5 January IPIA.
Subientt bunter d'AlqUES.

d'ALQUER was able to /orioa/ly criticise the Russian (root's psychological warfare
Situation and rink out the feet that thrre were many un-used o pportunities for
influencing the enemy by propaganda. HIVALKR me for quick mitten and • practical
test. fie ordered that the Standarts begin • lerge-soale test-attempt. The Standarte
was to try with all means known at that time in the "active" propaganda field, in •
solid front line, and to make • scientific analysis of the result. d'ALQUEN was
given the full authority 	 ry to carry out this test-attempt program.
'Untemaman Wintermserchen•  (Entarpriattinter Legend, later carried out along
the Oranimbaum-Laningrad Poolierlines, we• thus authorised. This front •eotion
was selected •ina• it was stable at that time and since the ocultunder of this
section, General STEINER of the Soften $S, was • personal acquaintance of d'ALQ11/01,21
and implemented • full freedom of action. The teat-attempt represented by
"thiternahmen Rintermaerchan• continued for several months and even continued when
the front because unstable and the German front line units were withdrawn te the
Nero line. Apart from officers and EN of the Stendarte, units of the artillery and
Luftwaffe as well as Russian volunteers participated. Loudspeakers, leaflets dis-
tributed by mortars (In • specially developed rocket-propelled shall), airplanes
and artillery were used. These leaflet. were also distributed by "front aro sssss •
to infiltrated through the enemy lines. All thinkable political, military, moral
and religious. arguments were used In morale deterioration attempts. Al/ Prisoner..
and deserters were carefully investigated. The degree orpropaganda influence to
Minh they had been exposed was calculated and noted with scientific thoroughneo.
It was found that by far the greitest mac sssss a been achieved through allusions
whioh could be brought to the comma denominate , "VLAS807 Line'. It was .proved
that, aside fro:niece/ profits great and lasting effects can only be obtained by 
basing propaganda upon a positive po:itical construction.

(40 After nnoc2s. had been informad'of these results, he gave a report to
WISE, to immediately ordered that • similar progrsup be carried out bg the Stant/arts
en the Italian front. This program was called- " ifitt larrnehmen Suedsterne (Enterprise
SouthernSAr„1. 	 _The task of •Thiternehmen Suedatern i.e the morale-deterioration -
of the Briti gh-lts liattrfighting•there.. The anterprisefou. started in 1944.„
and the known mans were used. In addition. -• radio station called ."--'eTa• sas
used. Thi• station wee camouflaged as a Polish resistance group-station. The

• •act-Ivan propaganda took its arguments from the delicate political situation of the
Palish subject. fighting An the Italian theater of operations. .These Polish
were Rideau of Poles formerly held by. the Russians as Fre. The political minium:et •

of the... 	 was:delicat• at that tile because at the moment they were aPProael61/4: .
the German-held elation of Italy from the near-East, the Russian arch-any. n....
attacking the fella homeland. •Xa the course of •Onternehmen Suede-twin J.4'

• setpeCial/y . épparent'tfiat a program dealing fundamentally with .high political :moestions
had to be backed iof by • strung authority Mme oemsequencer reached far-bajimAthe

of o colloid. Examples "Matt seen to justify this etatement .ire as •.	 •	 .„.	 •	 •,44/owee .. Ths.: active propaganda of •Enternipiusen Soadstern• Promised. in spite 	 • •
fuidaictal • niiitli*ions • to. the contrary, that Polo who deserted troll .p.?!14.771.114ttaa.,-
*:(4i*:#tad .13A fapaied'prisonership and would ha imeediately.nint OM.

.praiiieei•Mea/deiielisarY And itn :keiSping„iretz iflOassiry; It Me. kent lit-Spitc•eeSUianit.
,A•eaketanon: •01141.•	PrOlotandm_m7Pomlet	 • •

4. -to,ifftfilats, of the .ro,14.4 .-*olditts; the Gestapo in EVAEOVIerrettearth.O. Polish "i• • •••
„..	 .

'
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Card 	 OALQ0/.11 procured his release thr 	 glIGILKa. Another carpi*
a o dad by the protests of the 0 nv 0	 YAMIII•of Pnj nd. FRANI

protested that the pro-Polish •rsuwatt8h or n ent Inn gu.3.E.nr had Its
reaction in his on region in Poland and that th• pro-Polish proparanda ins
contrary to th• ol%leotives of th• Osman Military Government of Poland. d'ALQUEll

• made sr counter oat-plaint to MULE& and th• validity of FRAAV• anaplaint
denied. Later the seep. of •tintarnamen Suedstern • not artanded to include all
propaganda directed at all Gamut anamis• In Italy. For the fireflies., an Initial
attempt at the part of Gornto psychologies/ warfare had restated in a lasting
Institution, WV institution ohich lasted until the war l's end.

(6) In Ray 1044, EILIILILit put him conclusion that •IInternatant Wintennerchsn•
had been • Neon. into practice by ordering that the litandarts start the largest
psyehologistal warfare esmpoirm up to that tine. This osinalan ins organised into
the area-frame of th• largest Goers. Group of tin Eatttern Front. The front held
by this, the largest Gann Group, was called "Ukraine-South'. This psvabOleeical
marts	 • cialled,,,„"aggatsgLtat • . With the caparison* gained frau
"Uitnnshne Uinti1L ae a guide, th• argumentation of the •Ittorpion• props..
Janda no taken from the 'FLAUGY Lina • . This happened pnvieu• to this formation
of th• naseov Amy and before the /11100.16-VLASSOV cooperation had started. =OIL=
himself, as convinced of thie propaganda's avocets. Only after clear experience
had been gathered by the atandarte and not until clear end logical conclusions
had tuna dram from this exporlenea was the may opened for political recognition
Of this avecess. Thum political recognition inaugurated • neer Russia-Folloy. The .
German-held political conception did not carry the propaganda to au 	 • Rather
the mnonsaful propaganda was tensed to forgo • tragic detour around the political
•octooption.

(6) 'The organic on of eilkorpion Oat' as preceded by a discussion held barons
.10:11111.1i i Orearal	 and d'ALGUEW. von MUM in his position as Chief of the
Wehrmaoht	 da rows ceoperatkve/y platted all his available tones, appeal-

• notelY sixty 60) officers and six hundred (600) 1100 . • and enllited mon under
•.	 VALQ17101,• emend. atm lIMEL also transferred all possible material sad technical

d'ALQUEW proposed to Man that he (Silli0.11) take responilbility for
the-political cansunnameas of the enterprise and =GUM testified this
:WI Vila Icy* the enterprise asisolated fits all other political inflnenontand .. • •
as iifoti iitrted •tra■ • interferamie vdth the peer of oomnand by other Milker* 	 ,

• letiartarie.• • Oe this occasion: the first step as made tonnee the activaticsael the
• • FL48607Movenent..•11A/010.2,	 retained excluded bet the Standirta ens gtimi

'iliaMinniamica. to use the experta•rnati/abla in the /1.4860V Atwater for mork . mittiln the ••• '
'Coopa.Mg this etentriae. The renege of .•Skortien: 0 • resulted in ia•litir:or1aon
if, glatier. enterprises ca/lod •Skarliet role (nk	 astern freet)..*ddrie:

:ehéltatian'frect,-4r1r#17wx-Othilf:04-ydrerl ted44tiiiprimis	 the rasiniat-
. ;flans, 	 Thus, .the	 tea. over all of the 'satire. piepagende...et:this<

: 41lightineettt ad finally Group W.	 .the'denarbiant for Psycatelergiceal-trarfert.2,i
z vtiWilhi*Att :ended in rd !at	 .•,-being- appointed as Quit of Propaganda Ti44,-*.Y

eau' •	 .

•
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DEVELOWENT OF EEL NO dbs

Ras this plan designed for immediate front line cachet Intelli pence or was it con-
sidered as a long ring', stay behind resietanoe movement aimed at the perpetuation
of the Berman Netionalletio Xesi regime? Did it involve the trainlor of Agents
and/or agent networks? If so, exactly how, when, end where wee this accomplished
and to that degree?

(1) The task of "Moreton Ost" was that of • special weapon aimed at the ale
/*elation of the Russian pressure exerted on the Eastern Front. The point was to
weaken the firbting morale of the enemy. According to previously gained experienoee
(In efnterprise Ilintermaerehen") this goal could only be retched by propagandising
a national Russian concept. This concept stand in contradiction to the imperial-
istic lleusi ideology shlah strived for accumulation of 'Lebensraum" and colonial
tort/terra the expense of the Russian peoples. Since these two (I) concepts were
Ineampatible, It would have been impossible to make maccessful propagandi in the

.!VLASSOV line' end at the same time kindle a resistance fire In the line of German
nationalistic Nati trends.

IS) Since psychological warfere in the net undertook to assist and farther
the Tussar movement by using members of the movement it was not necessary to train
agents. Nor no it necessary to form'a network of agents. Ones it had decided tq
cooperate, the /LASSO/ movement offered far better opportunities in this direction
than oculd be created by German means. The VIASSOT circle was composed of roars-
esntativos . er a11 the Russian peoples, of important Intellectual forces, of all
professions/ permits, of proved military. political and propagandie experts.
Theme:pecip/e were concentrated in Camp DABENEORT, near BERL= for psyóho/
warfare and were trained there. The temp no under the.00maand of Oen	 CR111
liebizgaq) 10-o, earlier, had been the commanding Officer of the inns. Awe may in

and to was • proved expert In military psychclors.

(3) In the front regions deserters were interrogated by the litandarte's own
experts taken from the /LASSO/ circle. These iiterrogations preceded checking.
wade by the len of the army in question. Thi.-..Stendarte s s.interrogation.organi-

Isitlem,wes sO . eiloielisiolthat.'for instance, e man from Aserbeddsobameme toe
,.teriegited:bP Is Man from Aserbeidsenan. who of all.nationilities, ' mas beet able
to deter:IOU the genuineness of the other end th truth of hie statements. :12.10
organization Of "Shorpion-Ost e was given moose, t.) the Army's information material,

' the*I0N.-NRI (Pratt , Aufklarunge Kommando) and of tee agent service of . other was
:Kbeillandarte s soem liaison offieers were charged with this gathering

:• •■iff .:11tOriltiai • gt:a. Other agenOiei... Only occiiimially were 'front dressers' lent
14.41401J-iáidats through the enemy linos. 'Bo special forces were available for

..tble4nrignedkesedit.that tine such 	 was not necessary.

Nh011et:thatAReAtendert. did not :evall . itself of agent sotivityveas,..>
C%eatirentOif:i aflitar,, poiitio4 or moral oca,ldantim. Rather it

a#70itii449,74tiO*1*".ist.orjviiwur;'..tileki 	 that particular tine —..
 st the Russian peoples but against the Bolshevistio ayet • "•

SKR
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(7) ibe tortgoing sumnary mita forth In ease detail the statement that
Nay 1944 did not mark the biennia of Osman paohologieal 'afar* but that gm
this data wrogrouping and conoentntIon of old and new formes under a now *sandtook plata.
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III-11-2006, 8/8 Marburg, Reg III, 7970 CIG Op, AFO 872, dated 6 J anuary 1940,
Subiscim Curter d'ALOVEN.

LEVELOPMENT OF ES/ NO. 6c, 
•

The 88 Standerte "Curt SOGERS", commanded by SCAJECT, had its headepiertere in
BERLIN/AAALANDORF, Helmet 27.. The Standarte was organized into the following
departmentse AdeinistratIon, Department of the Printed Ford, Radio, Film, Pictorial
and Art. Was the [(tendert" responsible for the over-41 direction, supervision,
and central of the various abortion operations, and, if uo• how was this aocomplishedt

(1) the structure of the Standen" as described in the FAI is that of en
early date. • This description corresponds to the (mats up to year 1943 Mien
the unit was restricted to pure war correspondence. The sections mentioned emitted
in part -after 1943 and merely served to continue the war correspondence activities.
They had nothing whatever to do with the Stendarte's newer tasks in the field of
psychological warfare.

(2) d'ALOGEN, as the Staoderte's commander, ims alone respOnsible for the
organisation and leading of the •Shorpion" enterprises as established first in
11143 and later. All command positions in the "Skorpion s enterprise organizations •
were occupied by selected officers of the Standarte. I t had, else, its on check-
ing section for the choosing of Russian officers and EN. 11/e Standar!" was in
constant wireless connection with BERLIN and the various units concerned with the
egkorpicm" operations. This communication means bolongti to the Standarte and the
Stendarte provided all equipment and technical material for the units. The Standar!'
alone gave political directives and basics orders.

(3) Since the "Skorpione units were only partly formed of Walton SS personnel
and were not restricted to the Eaten 88's fighting areas and since it as impoesible
to place the [(tendert.'" commanding officer under the Oft, a special organization 	 -
'solution was found. the Deputy Commender of the Standarte Atior Antan IRIEGBADV,
killed in action- on 2 Rey 1946; was 'appointed chief of Dep:/rtment 6 of oroVeR.
fierreby the formal alaisa of leadership of . the OEN was outwardly maintained. Depart-
ment 6 of the 01111214, however, moved their /edgings into-the station used by the

.Standarte.;': After this move, all experts of the on participating in psyehologiceal-
Warfare Were concentrated in the samara. For a lane ebile aSkortion • Otts was:

• ledntry ..d sailGEN personally. The first headquarters of strkorpion-Oire has located
(Oslicla),- near LEMBERG. !rather* the other front unit. and HARLIN

oon1c1:bie-reSeh•d by the Stendarti's on courier planes. In summary, the followleg- . •
Mei-14.itaiedi - • Due to the. foot that sftei 1943 the Ccmmander of the Staildarte	 • '
71niAlidagmt" and,his deputy were connection with • personal union to • Drpertment 6
ef:thre . SANAPH,.the onvon turned cut to be the leading staff of an organization

::(8kOrlioit.Oet), ehloh .had /.ft its trans of tor correspondence completely. .-2111.8
, Oilii tirAci; inAct:ef the Standirte 'Nurt.EGOBES* as well as of the -ciiihrt.: This nfl

so little handicapped by organizations/ difficulties that it seuld..-be . •
scat elastic WiTtilthe - aótial situation and its groeing.diiindi.:
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11/44588, 8/8 Marburg, hog III, 7970 C1C Op, APO 872, dt4 6 January 1949,
blarbi Gunter dIALOVE9. 

IEVULOPJAT OF ES/ AO. 6d1

Is Subject shin to outline the chain of command of derertmente and personalities
true ISITLAR and 611006ER down through his organisation to the Skorpion project and
to actual field operations?

(1) According to the organization plan of the Raffia 88, the 8tandert* "Kurt
1100188 5 was directly under MAILER in his capacity as Commander of the Raffia 88
in general questions of political and tactical nature. In mirsonned questions,
In questions of ordinary equipment, and of arms and technical equipment, the Stan-
darts WO8 dependent upon the 'Commend of the Patten 88", later called the sa Nth- -
rungshauptant. In the beginning, relative to its task of war correspondence, the
Standard* was under the supervision of the Chief of ODOM (Chief of Mehrmaoht
Frop:gande 'Poops) and was given dirsotives by the Ministry of Propaganda. For
the likorpicne organisation, the commander of the Atendarts (Ouster d'ALQ0101) re-
ceived his orders directly fron	 Os vas ordered to keep 10016141 oonttantly
informed by writing or wireltms. Rs WOO ordered to koppit once monthly to !MOWS
at SIMPLER*. headquarters. For a series of orders, HINICER applied to Mita frt.
'OM he received oorresponding instructions. The official recognition of TLA8809
was the outcome of severe/ discussions between HIMICLER and NI74111. The orders
given to the ailkorpion. front line units were issued by d'Alat from the Standarte's
headquarters in BERLIN or were personally given at the trout during his travels be-
tween the sdkorpion units. it was necessary  to use the usual nigh Commend of the
Army channels to forward the written order for the "Skorpion" organization. After
this on. (1) use, regular /Ugh Command of the Army channels were not concerned with
the Atandarte. Upon special aaaaa ions and pursuant to special circumstances, the
Hamm Groups and Andes were informed of circumstances concerning the ildkorpion.
enterprIves vie their men diannele. d'ALC1 11/01 Informed the digh Command of the
measures taken and the methods employed by the "Skorpion" enterprise.. The "nor-
pion" unite were never supervised by army units. The Neer.. Grasps of the area
In tick the "likorpion" units were active were nerdy responsible for the supplies.
The 1-C of the Seers. Group concerned was not authorised to issue directives or
orders. However, closest contact with the 1-C wee desired from the Standartire
point • of view since it.mulabloto-imparb the current front intelligense necessary
for, 	  in payehologioa/ warfare. Thus the channels for the. politiootpro-
pigandio activity - of.the rftorpiona units were as short and simple as ever poielhler
NISI= to atrium to the WALQVIR to, the "Skorpion" unit.



III SECRET
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III, 7970 C1C Op, APO 872, dated 6 January 1949,.

DEVELOPMENT OF EEI NO. 8eg

Is SUBJECT able to furnish •
tesooisted or oonneeted with
1948?

complete list of the Efdid personalities who were
the 8tandarte 'Kurt BOOM" covering the dates 1940-

U) The 8tandarte "'Kurt ZOOM', the 'Ilkorpioe enterprises end the orgies
of Chief of Nnirmacht propaganda troops had no-offioia/ oonneotion with thaReiche

, nob •its.8auptamt and with one (1) esosption there was no ergs sat and
ne salty -for this ocnneotton. This one (1) exemption concerns Ma

TZ13 who, at the con aaaaa Lion between 1111111142 and	 n 944, vas
Med	 ,_	 loaisnoffr_between tin 	the *Kurt/100M	 th. for e

....ashen& oWenceendcoardinatiem. uoaasiedU/ - onntaots not based on Mr-.
pliii:nerinilnly - took place at the lower leve/e out of •itmation-n 	 ities. De-
talareotioerning these contests could only be ascertained.ofter tedious and con-

liraliensinainvegtigation. In development of this ICI, d'ALCErEl sees a violation
of■prinoip1a1Idtich is discusied in DEVELOFVENT-CW NEI 842), and mentions.IRAIETZKI,8
nine-oily glans he knows that the nine is lawn, to U.S. authorities for other
reason..



• SECRET

1114-2086, NA Warburg, Reg III, 7970 CIC Op, AN R72, dated 5 January 1949,
• %bleats Gunter dIALQUEN.

DEVa- OFNENT OF BSI NO. Sri 

Did the Kurt ZOORRI3 Division ever have the mission of Counter Intelligence or
espionage against the Soviets? If so, eraet/y whet sections of resist Intelligence
were considered as targets?

(1) Counter Intelligence or espionage •geinet the Soviets ess not among the
tasks of the Ntandarte. fhe result. of its work contained, however, material of
etmelderable intelligence value. This by-product of the Standarte'a work vas
passed on to the competent agency, generally the 1-C of the area. On the front
lines the Standarte's oen'resonnalasanoe seekings (NEI.) were restricted to the
evaluation of statements made by prisoners and deserters, of statements made in
enemy newspapers, in enemy broadcasts,- leaflets and private letters. The main
polity oonsidered in appraisal and evaluation wore the questions of general and
locsl r troop morale, the inner political and *canonic situation and the psychologically
Weak points of the local mammy. rho latter points received special consideration
becemse,,generally, illumine opposing units were wholly made up of • specific
Russian nationality. In addition, information eoncerning the personalities of
prominent Soviet commanders was gathered in an attempt to ascertain their weak
points. If, after evaluation, weak points were found, psychologies/ propaganda
vas directed 	 he lines in an attempt to exploit the weak points of these
personalities with the objective of cresting confusion end suspicion in the troops
and within the minds of those having the power of command over these persona/Sties.
In • satisfactory number of oases math efforts to ruin reputations were succeseful.



111414085, S/R Marburg, Reg III, 7970 CIC Op, APO 072, dated January 1949,
Subjects Gunter diALWEN. 

1111931A3PWEET OF BEI NO.

▪

 Sgs

Is SUBJECT able to rsoonstrut. In detail the oircumetances surrounding the flea/
accartence of the VLASSOY I hho, in particular, wore tha tan ranking' *Inners 
with *ea SNEJECT ad contact? Also, 'hat are the earth:solar. as to why, when,
and shore contact was made?

Cl) Differentation is necessary  between the fietiticum idea of an army led
by TLABSOV and the actual existinr formation of such an army under the maenad
of 'WHOP and other Soudan ern 	  The "suotErsg Committee fiction of 1942
had been only one(/).propaganda move Involving the use of the "VIASSOV line' to
deteriorate enemy troop morals. The single units of volunteers, generany under
the flare of one (1) of the Russians peoples, which were set up by German Army
units in a more or less arbitrary way before V/ASSOT himself was offloially reo-
°gist's's!• belong to this fictitious Idea of a VLASSOV A117. In Native" propa-
ganda, before the official nocornition and installation of VLASSOV, these unite
were galled "TLASSOV units' but they were under German command, had German of-
facers end had no organisational connection with one another. The enterprise
'Skorpion-Oat" was the decis ive step toward the actual formation of .the !LASSOS
Army. The cooperati on of VLASSOV generals and other VIASSOT offieers in this
enterprise resulted in e further development toware.the formation of the MASSON,
Army. This was, so as to speak, and autcnatie consequence. (It is the opinion
of the undersigned Agent that WALQUEN, from the first, anticipated this 'auto
matte , consequence' as ■ell es his future use of it am • speaking point to con-
vince AMMER of VLABSOT'a utility). Experience gained from "Ilintermaerchen • in-
dicated that the Russians could, propagandical/y, be best influenced In the gen-
era/ "TLABSOV line'. This limitation of propagandise possibilities was posed be-
canes the Iasi Russia policy had ruined other opporbanities. The direction of
'Skorpion-Ost's' propaganda seemed clear. Shortly after the issuance of orders
for the 'Ekorpion Oet' organisation, d'ALOUSR, together with his deputy, met the
leading ma of the VLASSOT circle in hie home in BERLIN, Aronprinsessininweg 16.
d IALCARI h
present
there
Gent

bac ordered not to contact VIASSOT persona/1y, so YLL&SOV was not
this meeting Since selection. of Russian Do/liberators wee permitted,

a•regalational pretext for the meeting. ,The Messiahs present we
later :Chief of'ILLSSOV s s p	 • da apparatuss ilecerer	

rliirt,'Staff, Colon ..	 OW 71.1880V!Adjutant and ajaptpleftlalL44..mho
r iater . 11ABSOY ,	lee of stiff,	 •	 _DiggLIK..later TLASSOT's Military

had.bemn, until 2fl., nick editor of the MOSEOW daily paper l istweetija- . .(The
f ollowing night VOLINSEI. uwe kidnapped and newer found thotigh a painstaking
searchwas -made. In • conversation with von GROTRE.on 16 November 1948, -van
Gann stated to the undersigned Agent thatWOLINSICI ?tenet kidnapped and assess- (
• nited.by a low level Gestapo headquarters and that this 	 mimetic= was motiva-
ted by Gestapo operations with Russian migrent group. between *Leh Mf rs was..
ri. The Gestapos . having no • idea of WOLINSIPs role.at the time orthel kid

../Mapping," . 1411sil him • in'order to establish Oplaitionak credit with one (1) - of the
• •
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groups. This side lirht is typical of the N ati party's confueed Russian policy
at that time).  Cener1itSBILEW K0F7' became the main , kusnian collaborator in the
Staff of "Skorpion Ost". At the beginning of the war, SHILEN801,2 was • high
political ocemissar in MOSSOW and was immediately assigned to General 2ff8207's
Army as political commi 	  SOILENKOFF finally became Deputy Commander of the
34th Soviet Army which was surrounded and annihilated near VASIL". in the autumn
of 1941. SITILENKOPT 'isms taken prisoner without being renornieed and spent eight
months in anonymity as a PR diauffeur. Apart from his irregular periods of drunk-
enness, SHILENIOFF woe intelligent, dependable and had a comprehensive knowledge
of Russia. For several months he worked both et the "Skorplon-Ost" front heed -
quarters and the Standerte's central area in BERLIN. Almost daily personal con-
tact existed between him and d'ALQUIR. 3MILE1130F1 made • large contribution to
the political knowledge used in "Skorpion Oet".

(2) d'ALQUrd ' reasoned that the high /Iasi apprehensiveness could be more
easily lulled into a mood aceeptive of the "VLASSOV line" if VLASEOV's strong
personality and undeniable personal appeal could be insulated from the movement.
The only possible substitute for VLASSOV worth considering, from d'AUBORK s view-
point, wee BBILENKOFF. An attespt was made to bring about this SMILREKOFF . as .'
RLABBOT 's proxy development in • frank conversation between SRILENEOFF end

d'ALQ0191. In this conversation BRILERSOFF was told of the reasons for the
itical quarantine surrounding 'LASSO'S and of the practical political difficulties
that must be overcome before I/LASSO', was placed at the heed of an armed force of
Russians. This attempt failed because of SUILETIOFF's loyalty to VLASSOV and
because of VLASSOV's authority, which became'cl 	  and stronger with the pave
age of time. Therefore d'ALC87134 had to force the next step, namely VLASSOV's
official appointment. 81104LER was carefully prepared for a ftture discussion
cam:laming VLASSOV by furnishing him-With informs! ion which he could not trifl-
e/le. The information mitt& made the most favorable impression upon BIILIC.F2
was that of the suocessful experience with "Skorpion-Ost", the skill and behavior
of the collaborating Russian officers the success of the PAIILUS-SLIDL/T2 enter- •

price of the Soviets, the fact that VLASSOV's authority was becoming more and
more apparent and, of course, the pressure of the unitary situation. The be-
stamina of the Seviet maser offensive in 1944 finally forced maw. deoision.
On 13 July 1944 d'ALQUE1 made a trip to RIANLER's headquarters in'8ALZBUROJAustria).
After • four (4) hour conversation in a train enroute 	 hadquarteri„
located at . that time in Bast Prussia, PUM144211 stated that he would attempt to
change RITLER's opinion (up until that time /fITLID1 had been surrounded by.'"Inisia
esparto" from the old Csaristio emigrant groups. To these persons. VIABSOV'and
bie idees were adathem) and permitted d'ALQUEN to contact YLASSOV'personally.

•	 •

, (3) . 'Their first 'conversation took place et the Standerte headquarters in •
BERLIII•iehlendorf.en 16 July 1944. VLASSOV . left the lepression of • great par...

:tonality, proved to be well-informed that current developments and gave'a dee
.laration :of - oonfidenoe	 The descriptions by VLASSOV of his di,,'
asieintleote..tbe never-kept Proud:as and of his personal oituation, barely in
-keepinOrith , that ,of's puppet army laden,- mare -appalling hints of an. traceable.



(e)

(f)

1110 SECRET
III -11 -2066, SA Marburg, Rog III, 7970 CIC Cp, APO 872, dated 6 January 1948,
Subject' Gunter d'ALQUER. 

unstable policy without principles. Nis criticism of the situation and the meas-
ures employed were honest and without mftroy. Nevertheless, he showed optimism
and believed that • decisive influence could still be exerted by an immediate
mass-action of the Russian forces within Germany at that time. For the first
time the problem of the national Russian activation of the millions of East Work-
ers (later called Ws) ims touched. (In this question, up to that time VALQUEN
had met the strongest opposition from the German Security Police. VIA3;02 made
proposals as follows'

(a) That VLASSOV battalions scattered everywhere be concentrated.

(b) That divisions of Russians be formed under Russian oammand and
that these divisions be dispatched on front command under the
Nigh Command of VLASSOV.

That a large scale propaganda action in the 'ILASSOV line * be
organised by d'ALQURN and SRILERIOPP.

(d) The stopping of German actions to further separatietic tendencies
Of single Russian states.

(0)

The ceasing of contact between Germans and these eeparstiatically
inclined Russian loaders.

That he (VLASSOV) be responsible to ,nly one (1) person (he stated
that he was exasperated at the previous failure to carry his
program caused by • matitude of competencies).

VLASSOV'a immediate aim was the creation of • national Russian Any with the 'Mutual
aim of furthering • political program an • fou.r*l basis in Rustle. NLASSOV accepted
=KM as his immediately superior resort, asked thst one (1) German political
observer be Assigned to his Staff, requested that inistate meansbe placed at
his disposal and that RITLER ml*m a e/etimat decision, two (2) den later
d IALQUIR reported to RIIINLIRlin	 headquarters and RIMER revealed
HITLER , s baste approval of VIASMYVIs activation and of VLASSOPe subordination
to RIMML.12. Mir= also stated that he himself had bee 01031 • free hand in
this direction. Milan proird tolmefeedmnenially in argrosoist to ILASSOT's
propcialleid planned to officially enteiiiit hi. as "Marshal of the Russian Lib-
eration Arne. SPOUR"fciresaworgmnisational difficulties with MMUS and With
the areiand was not against the idea of politically and militarily activating
the Markers hie the Raft. for this Bart Worker activation he proposed to eeetab-
limb a. political emedination section for the instrumentation of this activation
inth2auptnet,Mhich later came naderhis control', RINGIRR'directsd*
d'460IER :to befit the chief of the Security pollee accordingly . Ithilipitertatiod
at4tiiad:Ootliet.bai:4ivielobsi to-fiord:442th NLA0002 peiiinualfai4lAii11/44;
ThIsi4-OntoiroptiOA:* tfrplOtigiiist RITL2R 0 11.1fe'on 20 4117.114112f
thicilA;“ Erefatioomisi Cblif of all reserve troupe toeitie In Chienin

rtin"ACief derlireatiheeree) and vms thus himself, sepowereita take action' toward
theRUSSO! ietivetioó 'rich he did in-1944. In two (2) military trolling

• SECRET
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Calms, located in Southern Germany. the fermatton n l the Inn °rennin? VIASSOV
units wig s begun. In • non 00000 t'on with e l k' y	 tienereirtflIELlih, Chic( of the
SeUrIty Po/tee, at first protmtce hgatnst 71,ASoOV's influence on the wn rrrrr
from the east for security reasons. In LULLL:Jt's opinion • great danfer would
elle. which would fine its expression in strikes and other method' of 	 ore.
Later RUSLIU became convinced of the fisce.sity of the VLA5507 action and sppoint-
ed • representative of his interests for liaison with the VLASSO7 movement.

(4) VIASSOV declined to accept the rink of marshal which he wanted to lie-
quire at the front. The invssion of Freres frnurht along • setback. 	 1
eVLASSOVI units located there as police and guard units, could not be withdrawn.
They had no politicel orientation, had poor Inedership end were scattered. They
(=Mt, almost without exception, and were destroyed. Within ems Cossack and
Ukrainian units located in Germany moms resistance against WASSOV's alleged OSA -
troll.= beams apparent but only in leadinr circle.. On 16 September the,41rst
discussion between VLASSOV and ffIff , L7.6 took place. d"ALQUEN and Colons? l:KREGER
• representative of the $S Houptapt were present. 1n this oonversatlon which took
place in RLRULER's headquarters at RASTERBURO (Coord. unit.) in East Prussia, the
basic lines of the VLASSOV policy were fixed. VIASPOV was appointed Supreme
Commander of the Russian Liberation Army with the authority of a Colonel-General.
He wee anthorived to proaot. Ousel= officers up to the rank of Colonel and to
assign the to positions according to hie own will. An order was issued that two
(2) Russian divisions would be immedistely established end three (3) more at 'hart
intervals. It was ordered that all Russian form, in Germany, after being re-
lieved of their immediste duty, would be placed under the conaand of VIARSOV.
Colonel KRUECER vas apoointed NIMPLER's representative in VLASSOV I s staff. d'ALOUEN
was made responsible for the evaluation of the consequences of the new program
in Russia with the object of using these consequences as a base for psychological
warfare. After difficult discussi.Ins and careful preparation, the convention of
PRAGUE, attended by anti-Bolshevist representatives of ell the Russian peop/es,
was concluded. In this convention, VLA5SOV was appointed 'shier of all Russian
anti-Bolshevik forces.

(5) General difficulties of the war and the production situstion delayed
the formation and equipping of the new hussian forces. In tho spring of 1945
the first purely Russian, the 502nd Infantry Division, had completed its train-
ing. was equipped with good artillery and was ready for action. The division
had only a few German liaison officers in its staff and had no Germ °Frame-
work personnel°. ifLASS07„ together with d'ALQUEN, inspected this division on
Easter 1945. The Russian division's reaction to the a ppearance of !LASSO', was
convincingly enthusiastic. This, tn. 502nd Infantry Division, was the first
real and officially sanctioned ingredient of the VLASSOV Army to participate
in military operations. This division had a surprising starting success in the
battle of the Oder, during which ColoneltCEARGW, VLASSOU's Adjutant, acted

wameritoriously and was mentioned in the We Pqachtaerieht (Army Report). With
high losses, this division von • bridgehead on the Oder before being dram into
the whirl of the retreat.

• SECRET
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INYVIONTNT OF ATI NO. She 

Whet was the final outcome and disposition of the VL4S::0V Movement at the time of
capitulation? Bid remnants of the VLASCOV Army fight -a-a/rat the Gorman Army with
the Cacho in PRAGUE? What was the basic reason for this tom aheut on the part
of the VLASSOV outfits concerned?

•

(/) d'ALQUEN, meanwhile having been epool gted Chief of lehrmaoht Propaganda
Troops, could only judge these events from information !Mich he, himself, received.
Beforehand, it is n 000000 to state the fo/lowInge SHILENTOIF, who was 00000 lally
talkative under &loch.lA4 influence, spoke with d ALQUEN about the consequences
Of Oannues defeat. ...ALNIANOFF told of the view. held in VA...SW/V i a off/oarCons,
According to SKIL OFF'. statements, theseelf/ars held the view that they and
their troops would be of value to the west. SHIMMY/ claimed that the VLASSOV
officers hold the ides that the West would eontiuus the war in action brains!
Russia after Germany , . defeat. The Germane gave VLASSOY a headquarters in the vic-
inity of IARLSRAD. In his units thee. was • trend to gather in this area with the
idea of breaking through to the Southeast in order to gimps the Soviets and to
emit for hither developments with the eventual hope ce: asylum in the west. The
602nd Infantry Pittston and leveret other units, both large and mall, succeeded
in readhinE BOHEMIA, partly by the force of weepons, and partly by forming %gel-
stelltmgen . (Igeistullungen is the German for porcupine.. In military unlade it
is applied to a maneuver of defense in all directions).

(2) The turning of weapon. in PRAGUE against the German ally wes the outgrowth
of an error 'hick MI. not made by the Inatssov troops alone. On the basis of in-
formation, oonsidered at that time to be reliable, the VLAS3011( troops Spouted
General PATTI/M to continue to Plat. With , this in stud, the VLASSOV troepseunted
to arrange favorable consequences for thereelves by riving ?RATE as • present to
the Americans. Afgereing to d'ALOVEN, who claims to have exact knowledge of the
situation at that time, any other possibility accounting for the turnabout can be
excluded and the supposition that such • final act could have been made in favor -
of the Soviets is idiotic. Sven at an earlier time, when the Soviets were troubled
with their own fighting morale, at • time when the weakening of the German fight-
ing viss a big problem for the Soviets, frisch an act would not have made sense. It
mould have made less sense at • time Wien the Soviet adman*e had become a steam rol-
ler. The supposition that the turnabout was wade in favor of the Soviets does not
sake sense because these men knew the Soviets better than anyone else. I have no
doubt that these men would hove, at any point of the war, considered width an act pure
suicide. Their despair gave•birth to the error that they could keep • door open
toward the west and this error explains the turning of weapons by mingle unite in
MGM The attitude of VLASSOV and his staff after the surrender lies An the
man intern direction. They, toe, believed up to the leaf in on open door to the
west and did not take into account that they would be extradited to the Kuselans.
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DEVVGDPKRT 04	 NO. jit

Wasp the VLASSOV Army penetrated by Soviet Agents? Coos SUIWUCT have any know..
ledge, an to the identity ot the agents and pertimslorly their Undone, methods
of ope ration, oommuniration, end d 	 I p enetration tilt-much the VLASSOV people
Of the German Command!

(/) When the VLASSOV troops were firet organised. the °p rune considered
their penetration by Soviet Agents as an unavoidable evil. The German leader-
ship ens quits strprised when no systematic attempt become &vicuna Apperent-
ly it wee never made. Bony reasons perhaps exist to explain this absence of •
systematic attempt.

( 2) Constant suspicion and tear of °spinner*, throurh Bash evistic educa-
tional work, has become part of the hunt= character. For this reason anti -
Bolsheviet troop units were immune to Bolshevist infiltration to a higher degree
than Win -144••lan units. In the non-Russian units. none but the professional
/saunter espionage men were the bearers of intelli g ent and educated suspicion.
The Soviet Properanda aniline! the VtASSOv troops Vat VOry 01=2/. it theatenad
the single man with death and did not build him • bridge to repentant's, to
home and re-conciliation. By this 5 an utonatioclly toting proteetion against
temptation maa establiOnd, since yielding to temptation was naiads. The
VLASSOV units in the cup were msrveilled by the SD. Only oeurionally singtr
agente of no treater importance were registered. Mere was a conviction on the
pert of the BD that the Soviets did not suocsed In Penetration. The Soviet
counter-propaganda Unclosed that it did not know whit we going on in the in-
terior of these units. If it Nee knonn of many conditions and ciroustences
within these units it could have used the knowledge with great nouns. Only
incidentally, out •omonhat indicative9 is the fact that the Russian volunteers
were at their beet when they were against their Bashevistio smeary. By Duropeen
Standar& they were mediocre in 4rence but, by the same standards. the Cones*
uniti.who fought the Communist partisans in the Balkans were excellent. Only
bnaMinase,which occurred during the front activity of 'Skorpion -Oat seeped
nignifloant to d'ALQUIV. It concerned one(1) Russian VIASSOV officer inn de-
serted to the Soviets. /his officer was in possession of certain knowledge
which could have been used propagandical/y, therefore evaluation and action by
the Soviet propaganda was united by the Germans with high concern. Sines noth-
ing nuntal happened, it ri g aseuntel that he ins no agent. The German concern
that Russian volunteers would become • hot-bed for Bolshevistic agitation was
for a long time the mein argument against the NLASD3V Army. The V1ASSOV -
shins knew this state of affairs and tried to furnish evidence that the German
suspicion :ems unfounded. The statements of single members of VLASSOV units
after the break-dot ean hardly furnish • clear picture. In their distress
they used all arguments and opportunities to protect themselves against the
ousequeues of the Yalta Agreement. Statements have been heard free home-eon
lag Fifs that in 19411 among their aaaaa ors in the hard labor cups net of the
Orale mere large groups trot the former VIJSZOV Army. If these former VLASSOV
Any men had bur disguised Ccnsunists they would not have received auch treat-
ment eman frtm the Soviets:

SECRET
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DEVELOPMENT OF ER/ ro. Sji 

What Is SISSACT'S sunniest and estimate os the aucoecz. lvisnd (allures of the Gene
plan of poycholorioa/ werfare as conducted by t‘. "Kurt /EGGERS di•laion and the
Sirorpion operations?	

- . •.

•	 (1) A basic principle coneerninr psynholoricel warfare is that its degree
of Rupees. cannot be exactly measured. It is exceptionally difficult to brinr •
one hundred (100%) per cent soldier to bnlieve thie fact. It is the aim of par'
cholegical warfare to weaken the morale end, consequently, the combat strength of
the enemy. The degree to whidi • 'tingle effort contributed to • sucessom ear. hard-
ly be appraised. Only in rare Instances can one estehlie. the opponent's fighting
strength previous to his exposure to properadikJ Influence. Only one part of

. the success can be measured, tamely the number of deserters. Out of the deserter
figurer and thoir rising and recedlnf trends one can make careful conclusions re-
garding the Interior /slue of the trot:tie. The deserter is always the symptom of
a latent coral defect.

(2) In the area of the h aaaaa Group Ukraine-South before the activation of
''Skorpion Oat. in May-June 1941, the number of Soviet deserters 00000 ged 200 monthly.
In the first month after the activation, the deserters numbered 5,500. In July
1944, the deserters totalled 1.100. In spite of negative 'err= military efforts
in the Summer of 1944, and in spite of the be:-inning of a Russian offensive, the
monthly average we kept up to approximato/y 3,600 deserters in the area of this
Meares Group alone. Airing the period thet followed, the success could only be
tabulsted,locally and not centrally.

(6) The military value of the deserter fluctuate, with the goners/ situation.
In the last s in many cases, his personnel value was doubled since he represented
not only • loss in fighting power of the enemy but also • gain in the fighting
per of the Osman'. As • rule s the deserter was a volunteer for MASSON. Due
to the fent that he deserted for this definite purpose he had to be included In
the category of the good and nut the bad soldiers.. lle did not desert merely to
quit fighting. The deserter is drays the hearer of rood military, political and
psycho/et/cal information. Cm the East those mho deserted to Decoke VLASSOV soldiers
arrived with the intention of *lag this information. As a rule, the successful
unit has less deserters than • unit in a bad situation. The Soviet., in the Summer
of 1944, had a long series of 1-pressive succ esses behind. They, nevertheless,
lost many deserters. The psychological sniffers made by .Skorpion Ost. must, then,
have awakened hitherto'dermant 0011•C1.0l11171 sssss f it MMISt havm either hit the vulnerable
point exactly or it meet have aggravated political and moral defects. The deserter
figures, as given, seemed too low to the 'Skerpion A statistics personnel. They had
doubt. about their out and the figure.' accuracy. The infantry was accorded special
favors for increased prisoner figures such ae furloughs. In spits of strict orders
many Soviet desertere were registered as prisoners. For this rood evidence existed.
Out of : the newly taken prisoners In the camps near the feint there were many eh°
immediately upon their 'arrival volunteered for the VLASSO7 army. This mar contrary
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to expectation. The d 	 .	 figures on riten )(acre. Plus the fort that even
the German troop. belle,ed In psychological warfare's offectivenese, stens clear
evidence rf "StOrplon-Ost's" mucosa°. Thrinx "skorpion Oat", t5.e militnry lender-
ship', for the first time, placed confidence in a weapon, whl 	 up until .hat time,
had been viewed with suspicion and disregard. field Marsha 01)11. stated of
"Skorpion". on the occasion of hie first mentin); with d'AtCUTI 6.121 June 1944,
?Tau are cheaper." MOCEL's •peeoh figure meant that ono needed more men and
msterlel to rain the same number of prisoners by other wan.. From MODLL's con-
viction cane all the support to "Skorpion" that he ins. able to give. From the
viewpoint of "Skorplon's" personnel; LODLL i s reaction wee pleasant but his reaction,
nevertheless, was typical of the uhort-sighted judgment 'holm by one hundred per
cent soldiers of a psychological weapon 'hose yuccas. Is not to be measured by
mathematics alone. By far the greatest emcees. of "Akorpion-Oet" Ina that It
furnished convincing proof to the German leadership that the VLABSOV propaganda
concept RS the correct one. Naturally the form of the preseurs being exerted
upon Germany contributed to the German leadership's acceptance of the concept.
Neverthelese. wider all circumstances, the correctness of a propagandized political
concept has to be proved. Before "Skorplon", the WASSON concept was one theory
among many. Only after the fact that it waS proved by psychological wargAre agaiast
Bolshevism did it become • convincing argument. This proves the limitlessness
pf possibilities for success in all directions. A psychologies/ warrant success
infiltrates from the military rexions to the political. Suoceesfu/ psychological
inerrant not only produces an effect upon the enemy but upon ones own political
end military leadership MA well. Succeseful psychological warfare uncovcr• argu-
ments that cannot be obtained elsewhere.

(4) If only one single weapon among many is successful during a period of
military set-backs, little imagination is required to calculate that under more
favorable conditions thie weapon would be more successful. The fact that this weapon
alahe was successful gives it at authority. This authority has • favorable effect
on the general as well as on it. own porticulnr situation. It was proved that
psychological warfare is • weapon highly immune to crises, thet it is a weapon
'hick can ascrue or support authority. lean HIMIOLLR'. authority could not have
justified an unproved theory. The success of "Skorpion -Oat" convinced MIX/2LO and
gave him the necessary power Of penetration to push throurA d i ALqUEN's proposal
that the 1LASSOM concept be exploited by "active" propaganda. The such: 00000 of
"Skorpion Oat" forced 211.10/1S3/ into the prescribed direction, that im to say, MOUS
mebracrnd the VLASSOV concept eines its practicability was proved by "Skorplon Oat"
The eu 00000 of "Skorpion-Ost wes poseitle only after clear definition of authority
and uniformity of means and method. were arranged. Only after this weapon, for
tick no tradition or mode/ existed, had succeeded in arranging these prerequisites
of eueoess vas it possible for it to show externally visible progress. Behind the
scans, In a totalitarian state there are multiple forces and authorities at play
which Impede any new development. In a state which countenances the free play of
energies, these impediment* to new developments are not so vigorous. It is a general
rule that thir weapon must win a psychological war in the interior before the war
can be egged toward the outside.

at
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( 11) There are Ideas, of course, 'rich e ae independent of the situation that
aan be implemented into psychological warfare succ 000000 S ince peyohologieal
warfare proved its efficiency, since it became Able, in a high degree, to isolate
itself from poesible mtatakes, • Inge number of evaluated principle, and eeperlences
were accumulated which should be of oantinued value under conditions similar to
those under which they were accumulated.

(6) Many experts hold the view today that jermany could have won the war In
the Reet if she had begun psychological warfare In the ViASSOV /ins In 1941. This
le right as far as theory is concerned. Since circumstances at that time (mooted
obstacles to its implementation, such • statement remains theory.

(7) Psychological warfare means the transformation of policy into military
capacity. As every other weapon it was born out of necessity. This neneesity
was not visible to the Gorman military leadership until the oormervative and
orthodox means were no lancer successful. The fundamental ideae of payohologleal
warfare were opposed by '!..he arrogant victor who had reached his goal in Poland and
Prance by the help of an inflexible political system. This intoxication and the
errors which Troy out of wiehfu/ly-illuelonary information resulted in an under-
estimation of the Eastern enemy. Sven those who repudiated the Mali ideology of
'Lebensraum. acted en the principle, "let us first win and them all other things
will automatically fall into their proper place.'

(0) The basic ideas of psychological warfare originete from the civilian
area of business advertising and political propaganda. During the French carimIgn.
the German propaganda network which was steered by civilians had • positive and
valuable military effect. But, because of the Soviets' collective radio control,
this experience had no value in the past. Mere "actives propaganda had to be t
diacriminatingly directed weapon end had to be added to military-tactical
action. Rut for one hundred per cent militarists, • weapon is only that which
shoots, stabs or explodes. Thrice officers of the ORIVDPR who knew more About those
things were considered disguised civilians and were not taken seriously. For
instance, after considering the variation of nationalities of which the Red Army
is constructed, the idea was conceived by OKW/Mill that Sermon men and material could
be saved by addressing a Turkestan unit in its own mentality in order to diminish
ite already low readiness for war. To one hundred per cent soldiers, the idea that
these disguised civilians deserved victory credit wes unicareble. Ihe idea, when
instrumented, wee • success, but its success was depreciated by the one hundred per
cent militarists. So even the most modest auoc eeeee of veychologloal warfare mere
in the beginning, repudiated. First attempt hod to be made by outsiders on their

(9) Peacetime preparations for psycholorical warfare turned out, in retrospect,
to have been nomore than modest theorise. These preparations were handled by
homorable deak . efficare Irith • no political or military authority. Various excuses
can be offered for the failure to form peychological werfmre units in the manner
later established as correct but the expense or their training and equipment cannot
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be considered an =miss. One single anti-aircraft battery oasts more than one
wellcoquipped propaganda unit. But on effteient propaganda unit is of mush more
worth, even in a military respect, than the best AS battery.

(10) 16 the beginning, the "entire propaganda platoons attached to the
ire/agenda companies could 'age nothing Witch could be called psychological var..,
fare on • large ses/e. In the main, their aotivitie• extended to those areas near
the front lines occupied by the civilian population. They were not adapted to,
nor were they provided for, overcall tactical uss In exploiting Soviet morale
wean 	 • lor were they in a position to evaluate on a large scale. They
worked with 'tinned propaganda", leaflets and records ehich had bean made in the
bank areas with no anticipation of thewonstantly changing requirements of the
front. The snail units under different and labyrinthine channels of commend had
resort to no authority that mud keep promisee in the back areas that they made
to the enemy at the front. It vas venetian to promise good treataant to deserters

re
‘in

eines the was nobody to guarantee it. It wee senseless t promise a Okreinian •
soldier liberty since he knew the system ofdleloh -Commissar =Lime working.
Many blunders were made because the realisation was slow in 	 g that the front
line it no iron curtain. Information and rumors cross the front line as quickly
as propaganda. In the long ran, propaganda can only be effective if it cantons to
the facts.	 .	 .	 .

(11) On the Soviet aide they knew very quickly that the 'paspiettil reconetractione
meant compulsory labor for the Rehrmacht and for the Gelman civil administration.
Before *Skorpion". the "tinned propaganda emphasised that the Germans did not fight
the peoples of Russia but only the oyster. The army, then in contradiction, fought
entire Russia according to the principles of non-political generals to considered
any propaganda baloney and to adhered to centuries-old war experience. The con-
cept Mach *Skorpion-Oste furthered. grew - out of the very gradual recognition of 	 .
the mistakes made during the war years. The activation of thie concept marked the
beginnings ef psychological warfare. Before, it emitted only am an unrelated bundle
of ideas.

(12) In 1942. TLASSOT propaganda as being made in the areas of Beeves group
Middle Russia. But not even the clear mooseu of this propaganda had any influence
upon the military leadership. It vas not until 1944 that it use realised that
Propaganda an 	 are short-lived and will have the contrary offset when propaganda 
and reality are not coordinated. Although the "Skorpicrn-Ost" activities were funda-
mentally in the right line, there were mistakes made there of course. Since there
WAS no contributing tradition or model, one could learn only the trial and error
method. Mott mistakes owed their origin to the information notarial from which the
propaganda received itsaaaa to descriptions of Retails furnished by political
dmigrents (res Agent Report, SYR Marburg, Marburg file /I-M-2086, Subjects TLAISSO9
Liberation Movement, paragraph b(1)(k), and to political literature and political
prejudices. One =ample of this is that for • long time the Oen= propaganda
used the 'agil e Commissar. In the eyes of the Russian soldiers, hoverer, he as
not an evil, but • good man who wrote their letters and attended to their personal
problems as he had learned to do in the Soviet sdiools.

a
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•	 (lb) Mistakes were ceirtoirec I-. eve r!: ice, Is floL en,. not coordinated in time
'Und place. The properonda brocnures and loot-lets had to he designed at the front
and printed ra p idly at the front. eropetonda hearth .- ammunition fired by heavy
artillery, in most easel, had to be loaded back hams. these " hell., therefore,
contained out-dated literature of nearly iefotie contents. It was noce•sery to
dispense with heavy artillery and to tiro oirplanee and mortar' Inetead.

(1S) The properarda units, proud of their limped Lt work, liked to become in-
volved In polemic with the enemy. These efforts could only be successful If the
arguments wore convincingly quick-witted. Over-refinement, subtlety, and sophistry
brought "bout the contrary to the intention. A frequent source of mistakes Imo the
tendency to project the German and not the huselan mentality Into the propaganda
bearing mediums aimed at the Soviets. For inetance, Soviet leaflets advised Gorman
soldiers to mutilate themselves by puttInf • loot under a conLon wheel. The Carman'
considered the use of this method of self-mutilation co improbable that they di-

' alined to give the nussiane the same rood advIce. Po soldier, the Germans thoughts\
would do such • thing. Later on Soviet deserturs alscloeed that this matted espeelally
was used by the Soviet soldiers.

(2 6) The tendency to assume that the enemy had the sane spiritual standard
had to be fought constantly. More were orefty leaf/eta which had no offset "hat-
nosier on the Russians 'ince the ;Woodene did not know what to do with the content'
or the graphic set up. Primitive leaflets with, what was for • European, very,
very primitive pictures, enjoyed the boat reception. For a long while the religious
potentialities were over-estimated. Leafl ets with religion. contents, pious addr	
broadcast by loudspeakers, religioue hymns anti similar methods in this line had no
eucoe'sfdtatsoever the to the fact that religious things play hardly any role in
the lives of the younger Soviet citizens. A similar observation was made of allusienm
to oppositional trends within the Cm:sunlit party. Sexual propaganda directed at
the Russians was • still-born child. This sort of proparanda was nore sueeessful
in the Rest. Attempts of large-acale radio progreme were soon ebondoned. Interrog•-

•■• tion of deaerters showed that Russians up to theRigh Command Echelons did not hey.
free *cooss to the radio. Therefore, tho radio efforts were restricted to a .cries
of small stations who had the task of addreseinr Russian tanks and Signal Corp.
units. single.cosplicated actions Were combined propaganda Morons were used did not
turn out to be productive. The Selman, who revels in technical and organizatIonal
perfection, adapted himself to the nussian mentality only with reluctance. This
mentality in most open to the non - intellantud and primitive Frothed. of overflow-
ing and suffocation. The relatively simple system of dropping leaflets in huge
masses trews airplanes seemed to be the best one. The Soviets paralysed the effects
of paper-sparing, Isolated German propoganda actions by prohibiting the picking up
of leaflets. l ith their at experience as a criterion, the Germans, for • long
time depreciated this prohibition. They forgot that tUis prohibition was • Soviet
prohibition and of corresponding vigor. Finally, actions by Stokes were decided upon.
Those planes °intlj drop greet masses Of leaflets contained in special Vomba.with
precision on selected target.. Sven the Soviet prohibition to pick them up failed
in it. objective since the leaflets wore tJ be found In all trenches of the selected
area, in all fox holes, ehelters and latrine..
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(16) Often the German fir , ''m7 mite w-- .	and Irritated by the use
of technical moans such as by the considornblo, position -betrayine flash of leaflet -
*hooting rocket projeittOrs. During their own assault the German units disliked
prop...ride activities. Technical means had to he deyeloned by which the troops were
not adversely effected or other means had to be Mind by which the propagated& activity
could be fitted into the periods before and after the attack. The best of relation.
with ground fortis. wan a prerequisite for succescf41 Rai+. For this rtmeoni, only
good soldiers could be used in propaganda units, eince only rood soldiers can earn
• soldierly reputation and conduct themselveit self-confidently. Whenever non-German
assistants were treated with susploion and caution, est -backs caused by 1/7-humor,
indifference and bashfulness resulted. The indigenous helpers had a difficult
stand in their nom unite which were always afraid of spies. These helpers had to
be screened beforehand but during their MinSiOnt and during their personal contacts
with the Germans they had to be given equal rivbte and consideration; their
opinions had to be accorded the same r e spect and an equal share in the success had
to be insured.

•

(IT) A prolific source of mistakes in tomb • propaganda unit is its independence
of the local power of ommaand. For this reason considerable diplomatic talent and
skill are required of its leader. We must not show his independence, not to speak
of his deriving too much benefit from it. We must intvrest the fighting units in
the activities of his unit; he must ask local agencies for advice, use, or appear
to use this advice and be • weleove guest with them. It is • trait of psychological 
warfare that its effects are felt in all directions. be who turns out to be • poor 

;
mythologist In his own filled can have only a moderate success against the enemy. 
eihods used to convince the mammy must be convincing in all directions. The fight-

ing unite must get the impression that they here efficient assistance. As with
every weapon, this one too realises its greatest penetration force only If it is 
used Incoordination with other weapons. Out of the slice eeeee and failures of
psychological warfare generally valid principles have been developed. These
principles are not less timeless and coortnet t h en the corponent elenenta of other
special weapons.


